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ABSTRACT: In this paper, unsteady two phase simulation of nanofluid flow and heat transfer between moving parallel plates, in
presence of the magnetic field is studied. The significant effects of thermophoresis and Brownian motion have been contained in the
model of nanofluid flow. The three governing equations are solved simultaneously via Galerkin method. Comparison with other works
indicates that this method is very applicable to solve these problems. The semi analytical analysis is accomplished for different
governing parameters in the equations e.g. the squeeze number, Eckert number and Hartmann number. The results showed that skin
friction coefficient value increases with increasing Hartmann number and squeeze number in a constant Reynolds number. Also, it is
shown that the Nusselt number is an incrementing function of Hartmann number while Eckert number is a reducing function of squeeze
number .This type of results can help the engineers to make better and researchers to investigate faster and easier.
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INTRODUCTION

numerically investigated the heat transfer increment due to
adding nano-particles in a variously heated enclosure. AbuNada et al. [7] studied free convection heat transfer
increment in a horizontal concentric annuli. They showed
that for some Rayleigh numbers, nanoparticles with higher
thermal conductivities lead more increment in heat transfer.
Rashidi et al. [8] performed the second law of
thermodynamics analysis on an electrically conducting
incompressible nanofluid flowing over a porous rotating
disk. Heat transfer and nanofluid flow specifications
between two parallel plates in a rotating system were
studied by Sheikholeslami et al. [9]. They demonstrated
that Nusselt number increases with increment of
nanoparticle Reynolds number and volume fraction and
decreases with increasing magnetic, rotation parameters and
Eckert number. Sheikholeslami et al. [10] investigated the
MHD free convection in an eccentric semi annulus filled
with nanofluid. They founded that the Nusselt number
reduces with an increment in the position of internal
cylinder at higher Rayleigh numbers. Recently, several
researchers studied about heat transfer and nanofluid flow
[11–14]. Whole of the above investigations supposed that
there are not whatsoever slip velocities between
nanoparticles and fluid molecules and supposed that the
concentration of nanoparticles is uniform. It is believed that
in natural convection of nanofluids, the nanoparticles could
not attend fluid molecules due to some slip mechanisms
such as thermophoresis and Brownian motion, so the
volume fraction of nanofluids may not be uniform and
different concentration of nanoparticles will exist in a mixt-

One of most important engineering problems, peculiarly
heat transfer equations are nonlinear problems, so some
them are solved using numerical methods and some are
solved using different analytical methods. One of the
known analytical simulation methods is the galerkin
method, which is based on guessing the base functions with
polynomial equations.
Sheikholeslami et al.[1] Investigated rotating magnetic hydrodynamic (MHD) viscous flow and heat transfer
between stretching and porous surfaces. The three
dimensional analysis of steady deposition of fluid on an
inclined rotating disk is also investigated by Sheikholeslami
et al. [2] .
They showed that by increasing normalized thickness,
Nusselt number increase however this trend is more
significant in bigger Prandtl numbers . In new years several
researchers used different methods to solve these sort of
problems [3–5]. Studying heat transfer enhancement in
various energy systems is essential due to the increment in
energy prices.
In the last decade, nanofluids technology was
propounded and examined by various researchers
numerically or experimentally to control heat transfer in
different applications. The nanofluid can be employed in
different engineering applications, such as chemical
processes, cooling of electronic equipment and heat
exchangers. Most of the researchers supposed that
nanofluids treat as standard pure fluids . Khanafer et al. [6]
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Nomenclature
B
Cp
DT
Ha
l
Nt
P
S
T
C
DB
EC

k
Nb
Nu
Pr
Sc

magneetic field
specific heat at consttant pressure
therm
mophoretic diffu
usion coefficien
nt
Hartm
mann number
distan
nce of plate
therm
mophoretic parameter
Pressure
squeeeze number
fluid temperature
nanoffluid concentrattion
Brow
wniandiffusion coefficient
c
Eckerrt number

tthermal conducctivity
B
Brownian moti on parameter
N
Nusselt numberr
P
Prandtl numberr
L
Lewis number
Greek Symbolls
G
tthermal diffusivvity
ddimensionless ttemperature
ddensity
D
Dimensionless concentration
rrate of squeezinng
ddynamic viscossity of nanofluidd
eelectrical conduuctivity of nanoofluid

α
θ
ρ
Φ
γ
μ
σ

--ure Nield an
nd Kuznetsov [15] investig
gated the natu
ural
cconvection in a horizontal laayer of a porou
us medium. Kh
han
aand Pop [16] studied
s
on boun
ndary-layer flo
ow of a nanoflu
uid
ppast a stretchin
ng sheet. Free convection heeat transfer in an
eenclosure fillled with nanofluid
n
waas studied by
Sheikholeslam
mi et al. [17
7]. They stud
died two phaase
m
modeling of nanofluid in a rotating
r
system
m with permeab
ble
sheet. They showed that Nusselt number is a direct functio
on
oof injection parameter
p
and Reynolds num
mber but it iss a
rreverse function of Schmid
dt number, ro
otation parameeter
vviscous, Brown
nian parameterr and thermoph
horetic parameeter
.The investigaate of unsteady
y squeezing flow between tw
wo
pparallel platees has vast spectrum off scientific and
a
eengineering applications
a
such
s
as poly
ymer processiing
,hydrodynamicc machines, ch
hemical processsing equipmeent,
llubrication sy
ystem, food prrocessing and
d cooling towers
fformation and
d dispersion of
o fog. Mahm
mood et al. [1
18]
studied the heaat transfer charracteristics in th
he squeezed flo
ow
oover a porous surface. MHD
D squeezing flow
fl
of a visco
ous
ffluid between parallel disks was studied by
b Domairry and
a
A
Aziz [19].

Fig. 1. Scchematic geometryy of problem
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Heat and mass
m
transfer analysis
a
in th
he unsteady tw
woddimensional squeezing
s
flow
w of nanoflu
uid between the
t
iinfinite paralleel plates is caarried out (fig
gure 1). The tw
wo
pplates are placed at L(1-γt)1/22=h(t). When γ>
>0 the two plaates
aare squeezed until they tou
uch t=1/γ and for γ<0 the tw
wo
pplates are sepaarated.
The viscouss dissipation efffect, the generration of heat due
d
tto friction cau
used by shear in the flow, is retained. Also, it
is
iis also assumed that the unifo
orm magnetic field
f
aapplied, wherre
is a unit vector in
i the Cartesiian
ccoordinate sy
ystem. The electric curreent J and the
t
eelectromagnetiic force F aree defined by J= (
) and
a
F
F= (
)× , respectivelly.
The governing equationss for mass, mo
omentum, enerrgy
aand species trransfer in unstteady two dim
mensional flow of
nnanofluid are [20]:
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Here u and ν are the velocities in the x and y directions
respectively, T is the temperature, C is the Concentration,
Pis the pressure, ρf is the base fluid’s density, μ is the
dynamic viscosity, k is the thermal conductivity, Cp is the
specific heat of nanofluid, DB is the diffusion coefficient of
the diffusing species. The relevant boundary conditions are:

Sc 

Nt  (  c) p DT (TH ) / [(  c) f  Tc ].

(6)

 T 
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The reduced governing equations will be obtained by
introducing new dimensionless parameters:

,
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In terms of dimensionless parameters of equation 7, it
will change to:
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The Galerkin method
The method is used as a weighted residual method. It is
an approximation technique for solving differential
equations .The method is perfectly universal; it can be
applied to elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic equations,
nonlinear problems, as well as complicated boundary
conditions.

Substituting the above parameters into equations 2 and 3
and then eliminating the pressure gradient from the
resulting equations will give:

f iv  S  f   3 f   f f   ff   Ha2 f   0

(8)

Principles of the method
In this method an approximate trial solution ( )
containing a finite number of undetermined coefficients
C1,C2,…,Cn can be constructed by the superposition of
some basic functions such as polynomial functions written
bellow

Also substituting equation 7 into equations 4 and 5 will
lead to the following differential equations:

   Pr S  f        Pr Ec  f  2   Nb  

(9)

   Nt   2  0

T(t )  1  c 1t  c 2t 2 +...

Nt
   S .Sc  f       
   0
Nb

(10)

The method requires that the weighted averages of the
residual Re (C1,C2, …,Cn,t) should vanish over the interval
considered. The residual vanishes only with the exact
solution for the problem. When (C1,C2, …,Cn) are known,
the trial solution ( ) given by equation 15 becomes a
approximate solution for the problem .The weighting
functions wi(t) are taken as the same basis functions used
to construct the trial solution ( ). In this method weight
functions can be interpreted as:

With these boundary conditions:

f  0   0, f   0   0,    0   0,    0   0,

(11)

f 1  1, f  1  0, 1   1  1,

Where S is the squeeze number, Pr is the Prandtl number,
Ec is the Eckert number, Sc is the Schmidt number, Ha is
Hartman number of nanofluid, Nb is the Brownian motion
parameter and Nt is the thermophoretic parameter, defined
as:

 l2
S
f ,
2


Pr 
,
f

1
Ec 
cp

 x 


 2 1   t  

(15)

wi 

T
c i

i  1, 2,..., n

(16)

The weight functions are used for the integration of the
residual (Re) over the interval 0<t<1. Thus, the Galerkin
method becomes

2

(12)
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1

w i Re(c1 , c 2 ,..., c n ,t ) dt  0

t 0

1.055467 8  1.111992 9  0.5960910

(17)

RESU
ULTS AND D
DISCUSSION
N

Equation 17
1 provide several algebraic equations for the
t
ddetermination of the unknow
wn coefficients (C1,C2, …,Cn).

In thhis paper, nannofluid flow annd heat transffer among
movingg parallel platees is studied. T
The effects of important
parameeters on heat annd mass specifi
fications are invvestigated.
The prresent GM coode is validaated by compparing the
obtaineed results with Mustafa et al.. [20]. As it iss shown in
Table 11, the results arre in a very goood agreement.
Effecct of the Hartm
mann number and squeeze nnumber on
the veloocity profiles and skin frictiion coefficientt is shown
in Figur
ure 2.

A
Applying the GM to the prroblem
For this prroblem, we wish
w
to obtain an approximate
solution in thee specific interrval 0<η<1. To
o construct a trrial
solution f(η),θ(η),Φ(η), the basis
b
functions are chosen to be
ppolynomials in
n η and create a trial solution
n of the form:

f ()  c 0  c1  c 22 +c 33  c 4 4 +c 55  c 66
()  c 7  c 8  c 92 +c 1003  c 11 4 +c 1225 
c 136  c147  c15 8  c 169  c 1710
()  c 19  c 20  c 212 +c 223  c 23 4 +c 245 
c 256  c 267  c 27 8  c 28 9  c 2910

(18)

For
the
specific
problem
p
con
nsidered
heere,
η
η,η2,η3,…,η9,η
η10 are the weig
ght functions to be used for the
t
iintegration off the residuals Re( C1,C2,…
…,C10,η) over the
t
iinterval 0<η<1
1. So the Galerk
kin method forr first w yields:



1



1

R 0

 Re(c0 , c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 , c6 , ) dR  0

R 0

(19a)

 Re(c7 , c8 , c9 , c10 , c11 , c12 , c13 ,

(19
9b)

c14 , c15 , c16 , c17 , )dR  0



1

R 0

(a)

 Re(c18
1 , c19 , c20 , c21
1 , c22 , c23 ,

(19c)

c24 , c25 , c26 , c29 , )dR  0

(b)

Including another
a
equatiion from bou
undary conditiion
eequation 11 we have thirty algebraic
a
equattions that proviide
tthe unknown coefficients
c
C0,C
, 1,…C29. By introducing
i
theese
ccoefficients
into
equattion
(8,9,10)),
temperatu
ure
,concentration and base fluid
d distribution equations
e
will be
ddetermined. For
F (Ha=2, Scc=0.5, Ec=0.1, S=0.5, Pr=10,
N
Nt=0.1, Nb=
=0.1) The base fluid, teemperature and
a
cconcentration functions
f
are respectively:

f ( )  1.388557  0.27785
52 3  0.11317
78 4

(c)

(20a)

0.0419559 5  0.066505 6

Fig. 2. Effect of the sqqueeze number andd Hartmann numbeer on the
Reynolds
veloccity profiles and skkin friction coefficient in a constant R
Nuumberand Ha = 2, S=0.5

 ( )  1.503396  0.059077 2  0.51627 3
(20
0b)

2.16618 4  6.37084 5  9.66760 6
8.60040 7  3.55484 8  0.12826 9  0.33633
0
10

 ( )  0.498858  0.058877 2  0.50616 3
2.04233  5.73434  7.93510
7
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It is important to mention that the squeeze number S
charactterizes the motiion of the platees. S > 0 is relaated to the
plates m
moving separaate, and S < 0 is related to the plates
movingg together (thatt called squeezzing flow). In this paper
positivee values of squueeze number aare attended.
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m. Nano Micro Scales,
S
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It iis valuable notting that the efffect of magnettic field is
reducinng the value oof the velocityy all over the enclosure
becausee the presence of magnetic ffield defines a force that
is calleed the Lorentz force and actss against the fflow if the
magnettic field is appplied in the norrmal direction. This is a
resistinng force that slows down the fluid vellocity and
consequuently reducess the skin friiction coefficiient. At a
constannt Reynolds nnumber, by inncreasing the Hartmann
numberr , the fluid momentum foorce is collateed with a
resistinng Force ineffective on velociity value so skkin friction
coefficiient value increeases.
Figurre 3 shows thhe effect of thhe squeeze nuumber and
Hartmaann number onn the temperatture profile annd Nusselt
numberr. An incremeent in the squueeze number ψ can be
relevannt to the reduuction in the kinematic viscosity, an
incremeent in the disttance of platess or an increm
ment in the
speed aat which the pplates move.Teemperature groows as the
squeezee number andd Hartmann nnumber increaase. Thus
Nusseltt number increeases with an increment in Hartmann
numberr and squeeze nnumber.
Effecct of the squeeeze number annd Hartmann nnumber on
the conncentration proffile is shown inn Figure 4.

Ta
able 1
Comparison between
b
the pressent work and Mustafa
M
et al [20].
Mustafa et all. [20]
S
-1.0
-0.5
0.01
0.5
2.0

(1)
2.1700
090
2.6140
038
3.007134
3.3364
449
4.1673
389

Present
Work
k

Mustafa
et al. [20]]

(1)
(1)
(1)
(
2.17009
9125 3.319899
9
2.61412
2563 3.129491
3.00713256 3.047092
2
3.33645265 3.026324
4
4.16738
8421 3.118551

Present
Work
3.31987581
3.12939564
3.04702323
3.02636583
3.11857344

As squeeze number increaases, horizontall velocity reducces
slightly.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)
Fig. 4. Effect of the sqqueeze number andd Hartmann numbeer on the
Ha = 2, S = 0.5, Sc = 0.5 and
concenttration profile wheen Nt = Nb = 0.1, H
Pr = 10

The concentration profile increasses with an inccrement in
squeezee number and H
Hartmann num
mber when η<00.5 while it
converssely decreasess with increasiing of these pparameters
for η>00.5. Effect off Eckert numbeer on the Nusseelt number

(c)
Fig. 3. Effect of the squeeze num
mber and Hartman
nn number on the
n
for Ec = 0.1,
0 Nt = 0.1, Nb =
temperature prrofile and Nusselt number
0.1, Sc = 0.5 and Pr = 10
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aand temperaturre profile is deepicted in Figu
ure 5. consideriing
vviscous dissip
pation effectss significantly
y increases the
t
ttemperature. Nusselt
N
numberr increases with
h an incrementt in
tthe Eckert nu
umber becausee of the reducction in therm
mal
bboundary layerr thickness neaar the upper plaate.

[2]

[3]

[4]

(a)

[5]

[6]

[7]
(b)
Fig. 5. Effect of
o Eckert number on
o the temperaturee profile and Nusseelt
number when
n Nt = Nb = 0.1, Ha
H = 2, S = 0.5, Sc = 0.5 and Pr = 10

55. CONCLU
USION

[8]
Unsteady tw
wo phase heat transfer and flow
f
of nanoflu
uid
iin the presence of MHD is analytically
a
inv
vestigated in th
his
ppaper .The significant efffect of therm
mophoresis and
a
B
Brownian mottion have been contained in the
t model. GM
M is
uused to solve the governing
g equations. Th
he effects of the
t
[9]
H
Hartmann num
mber, squeezee number, Brrownian motio
on,
Schmidt num
mber, thermoph
horetic param
meter and Eck
kert
nnumber on thee temperature and concentraation profiles are
a
studied. The results
r
indicateed that skin friiction coefficieent
rreduces with increasing sq
queeze numberr and Hartmaann
[10]
nnumber. Also it can be fo
ound that the Nusselt numb
ber
eenhances with
h an increment in the Schmid
dt number Eck
kert
nnumber and Hartmann nu
umber, but it
i reduces with
w
iincreasing squeeze number.
[11]
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